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14 DAYS OF FUN

DAY 11 OF 14
Hello STEM families!
Welcome to Day 11 of STEM Camp’s “14 Days of Fun Contest”!
We hope you enjoyed yesterday’s contest and we would like to congratulate our winner Celeste Trepanier!! 
Please message us on Facebook to redeem your prize.

Today’s contest is going to be a true or false Technology question. 
Question: True or false? Nintendo was founded after the year 1925? 
You will get the chance to win a prize of your choice! You could get the chance to choose from a… 
1. Holographic soccer/basketball  
2. Astronaut Barbie  
3. A free week of camp! (Depending on availability)

To enter the contest, follow these steps! 
• Like our Facebook page and share this post 
• Tag 2 friends in this post and comment your child’s answer to the question above 
• Lastly, make sure you use these 3 hashtags to make your entry count: #STEMCamp #seriousfun #Summer-

camp 

We will conduct a random draw from all entries received today. The winner will be announced on Facebook 
tomorrow. 

Have fun and good luck!!!
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STEM CAMP PUZZLER

   © STEM Camp   
         www.stemcamp.ca. 

SSCC1111    

SSTTEEMM  PPUUZZZZLLEERR  

WHAT’S THE QUESTION? 
For each cube below, which has an answer, you are to 
come up with the question that resulted in that an-
swer.  You may recognize the Jeopardy format here.  
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Answers::  ““CC””  TThheessee  NNaammeess: cable; calculator; calendar; camera; chip.  OOnn  aa  SSpprreeaaddsshheeeett: column; row; cell; 
cut; text colour.  CCoommppuutteerr DDeevviicceess: scanner; printer; hard disk drive; tower; flash drive. SSttoorraaggee  MMeeddiiaa: com-
pact disk; digital video disk; hard drive; flash drive; external hard drive. BBiittss  &&  BByytteess. megabyte; gigabyte; tera-
byte; random access memory; binary. IInnppuutt//OOuuttppuutt  DDeevviicceess: printer; UPC scanner; keyboard; joystick; stylus   

Connects 
computer to 
the printer.  
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A laptop 
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picture.  
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vice with an 
integrated 
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WHAT’S THE QUESTION?
For each cube below, which has an answer, you are to come 
up with the question that resulted in that answer. You may 
recognize the Jeopardy format here.
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Build A Bird Nest
Birds are great engineers. No matter where they live 
they adapt and create nests with different materials. 
Today we will build a nest with materials we found 
outside.

What you’ll need:

• Items that you can pretend that are eggs
• Natural materials found outside ie twigs, grass, leaves, dirt etc
• Bucket or other container to collect materials 

Now Try The Experiment!

Step 1:  Go outside and see if you can spot any birds nest. Without disturbing the birds nest can you see 
what materials the nest was made of? 

Step 2: If you aren’t able to find any do a simple search on the internet and look at what birds nests are 
made of! 
 
Step 3: Now make a list of items in your area that you can use for your own nest

Step 4: Use your bucket to gather a bunch of materials.

Step 5: Use your materials to try and build a nest that will be able to safely hold at least one egg. This is an 
open-ended process—there is no single “correct” procedure to follow.

Step 6: Not its time to test your nest. Can you blow on it (or aim a fan at it), pick it up, or place an egg inside 
it? Does the nest fall apart or stay together? If it falls apart, what can you change to make it sturdier?

The STEM Behind The Fun!
Most likely you found building a birds nest to be rather difficult especially during the testing process. A 
tip to make it stronger nest try weaving the materials together to form a basket or try using glue to hold it 
together! Next time you see a birds nest you might appreciate the amazing natural engineering skills these 
animals have!

ACTIVITY OF THE DAY
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STEM VIDEOS

The STEM Video of the Day is... October Sky
Today’s video is “October Sky”.  October Sky is a 1999 American biographical drama film directed by Joe 
Johnston and starring Jake Gyllenhaal, Chris Cooper, Chris Owen, and Laura Dern. It is based on the true 
story of Homer H. Hickam, Jr., a coal miner’s son who was inspired by the launch of Sputnik 1 in 1957 to take 
up rocketry against his father’s wishes and eventually became a NASA engineer.

Common Sense Media rates it at 10+. Get your math on with October Sky!

The trailer can be found here: https://youtu.be/zxJQgYPXjN4
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POSITIVE MESSAGE

Canadians lead the way in creating positive events and messaging globally. David Goldman and Nobu 
Adilman lead 100,000 people from around the world in a global virtual sing-along.

Check it out: https://www.huffingtonpost.ca/entry/coronavirus-singalong-facebook-music-choir_
ca_5e73b1e8c5b6f5b7c5405564
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UPDATES FOR CHILDREN

Updates for Kids
Hand washing vs. Hand Sanitizer: the great debate explained in terms kids can understand.

Video link here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fRqJaZO5yW8
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UPDATES FOR PARENTS

This coming week is the tell-tale week to see if the social distancing efforts have had the desired effect in 
Canada. Dr. Theresa Tam is awaiting testing results from a few days ago after travellers returned home. 

Read the full story here: https://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/next-week-crucial-coronavirus-1.5514242
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STEM Camp, The Best Summer Camp Ever! 

A fun, accessible way for children to explore their sense of wonder through 

structured, hands-on experiences and learning opportunities.

Click To Register

Register Today
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